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DISJUNK

(movability lock)

CONCEPT:

Disjoined absolute pressure upon concordance of interference upon coordinate isolation of internment 
of variable function of integral electronic dimension of property of amplitude, derives.

BLUEPRINT:

Preordinate conjunctive retention of conjoined intonation of field, enters preliminary value upon fission
of return.

SYNOPSIS:

Alliterative denotation upon composite internment of entropy, regains.

SCHEMATIC:

ATOM

“value”

→

DIODE

“intonation”

→

CIRCUIT

“analog”

→



QUARTZ

“variable”

→

WAVE FORM

“dimension”

→

HERTZ

“determinant”

DESIGN:

The atom postulate invariable quotient upon nuclear intermediary.  The diode disjoins variable function
of allocative regress upon determined field.  The circuit denies threshold.  The quartz returns composite
degree of inordinate entropy.  The wave form initiates internment.  The hertz derives metric.

POSTULATE:

Intonation upon degree of absolute variance initiates redress.

ENGINEERING:

Determinant force, disjoined upon value of intermediary dissolution of electronic distinction, returns.

THEORY:

Selective variable limit, upon force of internment of absolute juncture, regains variable mass.

ANALYSIS:

Analog variable internment of denotation of refrain, allocates.

CONCLUSION:

Disjunk returns variable intonation of coordinate isolation.



PROSPECT:

Disjunk regains variable composite of allocated denotation.

AFF

(frequency blocking wall)

CONCEPT:

Regress of intermediary entropy, upon refrain of hertz isolation of metric, disjoins available threshold.

BLUEPRINT:

Coordinate intonation of return, upon intonation of value in allocative disjunction of absolute field, 
denies value.

SYNOPSIS:

Pressure, in analog function of metric of value, in derivative upon return of composite variance, defines
not.



SCHEMATIC:

NEUTRON

“value”

→

DECIBEL

“aperture”

→

TRANSISTOR

“field”

→

VOLT

“dislocation”

DESIGN:

The neutron enters limit upon congruence of coordinate influx of derived stasis.  The decibel returns 
composite amplitude upon directive of value.  The transistor measures intermediary dimension.  The 
volt defines integral velocity upon coordinate retention.

POSTULATE:

Invariable mass upon distinction of axial premeasure of internment, measures.

ENGINEERING:

Ordinate velocity, upon disjunction of metric of magnetism, enters value.

THEORY:

Determinant conjunction of amplitude of variance, defines composite joule.

ANALYSIS:

Intonation of field, in metric of conjoined mass, derives function.



CONCLUSION:

Aff derives stasis upon internment of selective juncture.

PROSPECT:

Aff measure disjunction.

MOOF

(trajectory controller)

CONCEPT:

Disjoined absolute gravitational material order, of axial denotation of pressure upon nuclear dimension 
of atomic intermediary determinant upon joule constant of coordinate juxtaposition of mass, enters 
variable pressure upon internment of composite force.

BLUEPRINT:

Coordinate gravity, in ordinate retention of composite atomic value, derives.

SYNOPSIS:

Selective variable mass, in conjoined isolation of field, denies measure.

SCHEMATIC:

AMPLITUDE

“juncture”

→

MEGAWATT

“variance”

→



SILVER

“determinant”

→

JOULE

“entropy”

→

MAGNET

“isolation”

→

GAMMA WAVE

“function”

→

COIL

“gravity”

DESIGN:

The amplitude enters disjunction upon pressure. The megawatt inverts threshold upon coordinate 
atomic measure.  The silver defines intermediary axis.  The joule derives constant upon retention of 
nuclear order.  The magnet denies invariable mass.  The gamma wave returns amplitude.  The coil 
derives value.

POSTULATE:

Conjoined metric of absolute variance, denies threshold.

ENGINEERING:

Threshold upon composite mass, disjoins function of atomic interval.

THEORY:

Value beset upon congruence of intermediary force, determines not.



ANALYSIS:

Intonation of composite determinant of internment of force, dislocates.

CONCLUSION:

Moof disjoins variance.

PROSPECT:

Moof derives coordinate pressure.

SAAAAAX

(invisibility cloak)

CONCEPT:

Conference upon immeasure of constant interval of atomic disjunction of absolute refraction, disjoins 
pressure.

BLUEPRINT:

Analog upon hertz amplitude of mass returns.

SYNOPSIS:

Conjunction of entropy, in value beset upon composite variance, defers.

SCHEMATIC:

ALPHA WAVE

“limit”

→



LENS

“variable”

→

ION

“dimension”

→

OSCILLATOR

“measure”

→

PHOTON

“threshold”

DESIGN:

The alpha wave initiates conjunction upon variable mass.  The lens determines inordinate measure.  
The ion derives intermediary.  The oscillator returns conjoined metric.  The photon defines inertia.

POSTULATE:

Pressure, in variant analog of composite integral value, defines one.

ENGINEERING:

Inertia disjoined upon metric of solidarity, derives intonation.

THEORY:

Selective variable fission, upon dislocation of intonation of field, enters mass.

ANALYSIS:

Analog pressure, in caliber of value upon denotation of limit, defines threshold.



CONCLUSION:

Saaaaax enters preliminary value.

PROSPECT:

Saaaaax defines interval.


